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ABSTRACT

THE FOODS AND ASSOCIATED FEEDING BEHAVIOR
OF THE YELLOW-BELLIED MARMOT
Marmota flaviventris

The foods and feeding behavior of the Yel low-bel l ied Marmots
were studied at Mineral King, Sequoia National Park in Cal ifornia

during the summers of 1980, and 1981.

Marmots were l ive-trapped

and tagged so ranging patterns and behaviors couId be more critical ly
monitored.

Marmots have relatively low reproductive rates (Nee 1969, Burt

1976) compared with other rodents, e.g. mice, squirrels, and yet
they are plentiful (over 100 in the White Chief Vai Iey-2 miles x i

mi le) in Sequoia National Park, even at elevations ranging from
10,000-12,000 feet.

A possible reason postulated for their apparent

high numbers in spite of the relatively low birth rate is the efficiency
in food source uti l ization and food gathering behavior exhibited by the

animals studied,

ft was determined through 233 hours of field observa

tions that the marmot's success, i.e. numbers, was the result of a
high intake of food energy with a corresponding low expenditure of energy

to acquire the food.

Observations were made with 7 power binoculars and

an 85 power telescope.

Field notes were recorded and later transcribed.

Information presented in this thesis includes trapping and tagging results,
a l ist of the foods and the parts of each plant species eaten, feeding
postures, movements, and times that feeding activity occurred.
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V I

INTRODUCTION

Marmota fiavfventrls Is the largest member of the ground squirrel
tribe, Sclurldae (Storer 1963) and Is found only at relatively high
elevations, I.e. six to twelve thousand feet.

The marmots consist of

six species In North America, seven In Asia and one In Europe fOavIs 1976).

(Figure one shows the range of the Yel low-bel l ied Marmot.

It Is found

only In the western United States.)
Work on the marmots In the past has Included l ittle of habitat and

feeding studies.

Barash (1973) did a habitat uti l ization study on three

species of subalplne mammals, one of which was the Hoary Marmot, Marmota
caI Iqata. Armltage has done a number of studies (1962, 1973, 1974A, 1974B,
19740, 1975, 1977) on the behavior of Marmota flavlventris, but says very
l ittle about the food or feeding behavior.

Hibernation and circannual

rhythms of food consumption In marmots and ground squirrels (Davis 1976)
has been studied, but little of that study was devoted specifical ly to
the Yel low-bel l ied Marmot.

The only specific study on the foods of

marmots was done by Hansen (1975) on'the Hoary Marmots on the Kenal
Peninsula of Alaska.

Yel low-bel l ied Marmots are less prol ific than other rodents.

They

have but one l itter a year and this l itter usual ly consists of 4-5

young (Burt 1976).

Because of this low reproductive rate. It Is especial ly

Important for a high percentage of the young that are born to survive

to continue the species.

I bel ieve the foods and feeding behavior to be

very Important In preparing the young marmots for the first winter
hibernation and for the subsequent winter hibernations.

My study specifical ly

2

deals with the foods fngested and the marmot^s feeding Behavfor,
Why are the Yel low—bel lied Marmots able to populate areas where other
mammals and even larger rodents are not so numerous. I.e. successful?

The hypothesis of this study is:

inspite of the low reproductive

rates. Yel low-bel l ied Marmots continue to exist because of the foods

they choose and their feeding strategies, i.e., low expenditure of
energy for relatively high energy food uptake.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Marmota flaviventris

The Yel low-bel l ied Marmot is the largest common rodent found

in Sequoia National Park.

They are chiefly dirunal animals, l iving

in burrows under large boulders or old logs, or sometimes at the base
of a large tree among the roots.
ki lograms.

Adult weight ranges from 2.2-4.5

A very close relative of the Yel low-bel l ied Marmot is the

Hoary Marmot.

Hoary Marmots l ive in the northern of the Yel low

bel l ied Marmot's range and have a conspicuous white and black head and
shoulders, unl ike the Yel low-bel l ied Marmots.

Marmota flaviventris

is general ly darker than Marmota caI iqata and have white or cream

markings only on the forehead and mouth area. (Fig. 1)

Marmots are

territorial, therefore once located, they are easy to relocate for
subsequent study.

I I.

Study Area

The study area was in the Mineral King area. Sequoia National

Park, Cal ifornia (Fig. 2,3).

Mineral King is in the southwestern

corner of the Park and from the Mineral King trai l-head, trai ls

were fol lowed to Hockett Meadow and White Chief Val ley (Fig. 4, 5,
6, 7).

These areas l ie very close to 10,000 feet in elevation, and

have an abundance of rocks and downed logs.
sunny,

They are very open and

with lots of big boulders and rock outcrops.

Short grassy

meadow-like tiers are seen throughout the White Chief area (Fig. 7).

Fi q. _1_

Ye I low-be i I ied Marmot showing the great amount of fat
accumulated for the winter's hibernation.

typical alert questioning stance.
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Known range of the Yel low-bel l ied Marmot, Marmota
fIaviventris. This study was conducted at the
southern-most range area in Cal ifornia, shown on
the map.

Fig. ^

Cal ifornia map showing Sequoia National Park.

The study

took place in the southwest corner of the Park, at Minera
Ki ng.
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Map showing the southwestern corner of Sequoia National
Park.

The dotted areas inside the Park l imit and below

the Mineral King trai l-head were the principal study
areas. White Chief Val ley, and Hockett Meadow. See
Figures 5, 6, 7.

Fig. 5_

Map showing the principal study areas and the trai ls
leading to them. The diagonal ly l ined area in the
White Chief Val ley represents the area that al l the
trapping and tagging was done, in accordance with the
permits.
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Hockett Meadow study area, looking northeast.

The

foreground shows typical marmot habitat. Most of the
hours spent in observation at Hockett Meadow were in

the Rdrxger's pasture which can be seen marked by the
posts in the center of the photograph, trai l ing off
to the right.

Fig. 7_

White Chief Val ley study area, looking north toward
Timber Gap Cpatch of trees in a triangular shape on
the middle ridge near the center of the photograph).
The Mineral King tral l-head is In the val ley below
Timber Gap. The smal l val ley In the foreground with
white rock on the left is White Chief Val ley. A
trai l can be seen on the slop.ing hi l lside near the
center of the photograph.

Where this trai l enters the

red firs Cfirst group of trees cutting directly across
the path going north) Is the site of the trapping and
tagging done during the study. See Figure 5.
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These areas display typical marmot habitat.

The White Chief Val ley

especial ly Is a good study area because the val ley Is relatively narrow
with rocky hammocks on both sides.

Equipment was set on one side al lowing

visual observations to be made for several hundred meters In either direction.

Many observation sites were used in almost every part of the study areas.

I I I.

Materia Is

High qual ity optics and recording equipment were used during the

study.

The Olympus OM-1 35mm single lens reflex system was used for

photography.

Two OM-1 black bodies were used, one in conjunction with

a motor-drive unit.

The lenses used included a 50mm F1.8, a 75-150mm

Zoom F4, and a 1000mm F11.

Other photographic accessories included an

Argus tripod and a Vivitar close-up ring set, ^1, 2, 3 for flower
photography.

Additional optical equipment included a pair of 7x35mm

Bushnel I binoculars-extra wide angle (578 feet at 1000 yards) and an

85 power Celestron telescope.

The recording was done on a Panasonic

portable recorder, model RO-335.

Observations were made from distances

of 3 meters to 500 meters, with most of them being in the 50-100 meter
range.

Al I notes were taped and later transcribed.

To trap the marmots, l ive-traps CHavahart) 11 x 11 x 36 Inches were

used, with peanut butter as bait,

A large scuba game bag was used to

contain the marmots after they were released from the trap.

These bags

have a stainless steel locking closure at the top and are made of heavy
duty nylon mesh.
The text

A CaI i fornia Flora

(Munz 1973) was used to determine

the species of the plants in the study areas.

The tags used to mark

the marmots were plastic, non-toxic ROTO Ear Tags.
were used, yel low for males and white for females.

Two different colors

]3

[V.

Study Periods

Observations were made during the periods of September 2-11, 1980,

and June 13-July 22, 1981,

I l ived at the study areas CFig. 6,7) and

was able to observe the marmots from 6AM unti l 8PM on most of the days

there. I chose to l ive in the marmots'home range to gain the benefit
of many hours of observation and to al low the marmots to become accustomed

to my presence.

In this way I hoped to observe a variety of natural

activities and a relatively complete food l ist for the marmots.

The

total amount of observational hours for both years amounted to just over
233 hours.

Three weeks of the three month study were spent at Hockett

Meadow, one in September of 1980 and two in June-July of 1981.

The

remainder of the study time was spent at White Chief VaI ley.

V.

Trapping

When the marmots were trapped in the Havahart trap (Fig. 5,8), they
were sexed and then transferred to the scuba game bag.

This bag was

large enough to fit over the end of the Havahart trap C11"xl1") so the

transfer was relatively easy to make.

Once in the bag, they were

weighed and then a ROTO plastic ear tag was cl ipped in place,

immediately after tagging the marmots were released.
any kind were used in this process.

No drugs of

Marmots were l ive-trapped and

tagged so that range movements, individual, and male-female behaviors
could be more accurately monitored and recorded.

The Havahart Trap showing another customer approaching
for a free ear-piercing. Trapping and tagging was done
only in the White Chief Val ley as permits al lowed. See
Figure 5. The trap was covered to keep the metal from
heating up and discouraging the marmots from entering
the trap.

Fiq. 9_

A marmot in the lower meadow at White Chief, sitting
hunched over, holding a stick with both front paws and
chewing very del iberately. This marmot original ly started
in the typical upright alert stance (Figure 1) but as it
chewed on the stick and time passed, it slowly slumped.
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RESULTS

Feeding behavior varied from marmot to marmot and for a single

individual throughout the day.

In addition to actual feeding behavior

numerous actions and behaviors related to feeding were observed for
the marmots of the Mineral King area (Table 1).

Posture

Marmots wi l l graze on al l fours, or whi le lying down, but also eat

in a "squirrel-l ike" stance (Fig. 9).

Marmots were witnessed feeding whi le

sitting on their hind legs 33 times throughout the course of the study.
One marmot was observed sitting upright holding an old dried Lodgepole Pine
cone in one paw and chewing on it for several minutes (Fig. 9).

Whi le

feeding, marmots occasional ly sit upright and check the surrounding area
before returning to their feeding. The tendency to feed sitting up or to
stop feeding and sit up may have survival value, chewing and feeding in an
upright stance have positive selective value.

A marmot was observed in the

upright posture, wiping his mouth with his paw; however, he was holding
nothing in his paw and did not appear to have anything in his mouth.

Marmots

were observed chewing leisurely whi le lying on smal l boulders with al l
four legs dangl ing over the edges seven times.

When marmots feed in one

specific area, they lay completely flat (Table 2), very relaxed, and almost
appear to melt into the ground (Fig. 10).

Lying flat, reIaxing^seemed to be a common behavior of the marmots.
Marmots were seen lying on the warm rocks and ledges around the meadow

watching other marmots feeding and grazing 41 times (Fig. 11). When

17

TABLE 1

FEEDING POSTURES, MOVEMENTS, AND TIMES for the Marmots at Hockett

Meadow and White Chief Val ley at Mineral King-Sequoia National Park.

Marmot Feeding Postures

Al l fours

Sitting on hind legs

2M

Lying flat

33

Lying flat watching others feed

270

41

Movements

Walking rapidly feeding

Stationary feeding
within

198

1

Agonistic behavior

Digging

46

18

meter radius

316

Times Feeding Observations Occurred
6AM

7AM

6

8

8AM

9AM

49

66

8-1 GAM

31%

lOAM

11 AM

71

18

12N00N
4

IPM
7

2PM

3PM

4PM

5PM

6PM

7PM

16

32

85

93

44

13

4-6PM

U%

8PM
2

Fiq« 10

A female marmot, 128, has two lupine leaves in her mouth

(one in sunl ight and the other in shadow). She is
supported only by her front elbows, the rest of the body
is completely relaxed, t observed marmots feeding this
way many times.

Fig. 11

See Table 3.

9;30AM at Hockett Meadow-a male marmot draped over a
large boulder watching a female feed directly in front
of him. He watched her for twenty minutes and never
moved.
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it is 78°F or above, marmots wi l l l ie In the shade of huge boulders
and sometimes feed leisurely. At different times during the study,
whi le I was making observations and photographing the marmots, I observed
them watching me with apparent interest.

Usual ly they would l ie flat,

one for 10 minutes at a distance of 10 meters and another watched for

20 minutes as I prepared to photograph the marmots in the area.

These

occurred in the late afternoon, when the rocks were warm but not hot.

Feedi ng Movements

When feeding on al l fours, marmots usual ly move rapidly from one

plant to another, and their chewing is more animated than when stationary,
(Fig. 12).

Marmots were observed to take two or three bites of each plant,

taking a few samples and moving on to the next plant, feeding rapidly on
al l fours.

A marmot feeding in a lupine patch made many fast short bites,

standing on a I I fours, whi le the lupine leaflets disappeared into his'
mouth centimeter by centimeter. Sometimes marmots wi l l feed a l ittle,
then continue feeding close to the ground.
The feeding movements of the marmots varied with respect to the time

of day (Table 1) and mouth movements varied from rapid chewing to slow
leisurely cud-type chewing.

There is a very marked difference between

stationary feeding and feeding on the move.

When marmots feed on al l

fours and travel, they rapidly cut and chew plants, sometimes almost

frenzy-l ike.

They feed rapidly and switch from food source to food

source e.g., Dodecatheon to Mertensia and back to Dodecatheon.

Fi£. J2

A female marmot beside the stream at White Chief Val ley,
feeding on Mertensia, while standing on a I I fours.

Notice

the upper and lower teeth about to shut on the stem below

the blossoms. This marmot was moving and feeding rapidly
and this photograph was achieved with the use of a high
speed motor-drive.

ILa. il

The bases of two Lodgepole Pines, Pinus Murrayana,
showing where the marmots have chewed the bark away,
They returned to the trees six times in June, but
stopped as other plants came out in numbers. See
Table 2.
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Territorial ity and Proximity

An important part of the marmot's feeding behavior and movements is

the fact that they are territorial (Armitage 1974A).

A marmot was observed

feeding when a deer walked toward the marmot's feeding area.

The marmot

gave the alarm cal l and held his ground unti l the deer was about two meters
from him, then turned and fied.

The total time of this episode was about

90 seconds.

Most marmots do not feed within one or two body lengths of

each other.

Marmots l ike their feeding space and don't care to have another

marmot crowd them.

A chase was started because a marmot got too close to

another whi le feeding.
over a minute.

The chase totaled about 100 meters and lasted

They were up, down, and al l over the rocky terraces and

cl iffs on the opposite canyon wal l.
other and the pursuer stopped.
not clear.

Final ly one marmot outdistanced the

The criteria for the space requirement is

Sometimes the distance seemed sufficient, based on other observa

tions, and the marmots would fight or chase.

At other times, they appeared

too close but the expected fight never material ized.

feeding and another marmot was seen stalking it.
close enough and charged.

A marmot was observed

The stalker final ly got

The feeding marmot reared up and hissed.

sounded l ike a squeak-type hiss.

It

When this occurred, the stalker turned

around, circled once, jerked at some grass, and then left the area.

Al l

the whi le, the feeder looked I ike a cat with an arched back.

Another case of agonistic behavior fol lows.
observed feeding, one was yel low 222.

other.

Two large marmots were

The tagged marmot attacked the

The other marmot apparently got too close to the tagged marmot

when he was feeding.
broke it up.

They hol lered and fought for several minutes, then

Again in a few minutes, they got into a fight, and again

fought vigorously for two more minutes.

24

The marmots sometimes even appeared to be aggressive toward their food.
A marmot was observed eating close to the ground.

He was tearing and

jerking at it with his head, neck and Jaws, simi lar to a dog tugging on
an old canvas bag.

His front legs were pawing and scraping the earth.

A marmot was digging near the entrance of another marmot's den, when
the den owner surprised him and chased him over the hi I I.

got into a real fight.

Later two marmots

One was feeding and digging for roots when the

second entered the feeding area.

The first marmot started to shriek

and the second kept coming closer.

Final ly, the first marmot Jumped on

the neck of the second, biting it and continuing to shriek, whereupon
the second marmot ran off.

There was no chase.

When two marmots get into a fight, al l the other marmots clear out,

then turn at a "safe" distance to watch the proceedings with apparent
great interest.

However, close proximity does not always breed agonistic behavior.
Interestingly, two marmots fed almost cheek to cheek, near the gnawed
Lodgepole Pines (Fig. 13).

They fed together on the bark and on the

plants at the base, alternately feeding on al l fours and then standing
on their hind legs.

One marmot was donw whi le the other was up.

They

fed l ike this for 17 minutes and would have continued longer, but I
scared them when I moved the camera.
nose in some instances.

They were feeding almost nose to

When they returned after being scared away by

the movement of the camera, the second marmot was al lowed to eat again
with the first after a few squeaks, gurgles, and little chirps on the
part of the second marmot.

The feeding marmots usual ly were pretty wel l scattered around the
meadow, but once seven marmots were observed feeding in a six meter radius.

25

A marmot was heard to make a shriek-1 Ike growl at another that

walked on the log

the first marmot was occupying. The

to chatter its teeth for about 10 seconds.

hoi lerer continued

Marmots are very definitely

territoriaI.

Sounds Associated With Feedinq

Marmots in the Mineral King area make quite a variety of sounds.
Squeaks, grunts, squeals, gurgles, growls, screams, screeches, whistles,
chirps, chatters, and audible sighs have been heard.

Pattie C1967)

states, "Both Yel low-bel l ied and Hoary Marmots, when trapped may produce
a scream that resembles the sound produced by a captured rabbit and is of

longer duration than the other vocal izations."

It is possible this is the

shriek referred to by Armitage (1962). Many marmots were trapped during
this study (Table 3) and I never heard anything l ike this sound, but did
notice that some of the marmots did become quite animated when trapped.
Many sounds are associated with the feeding behavior.

Marmots wi l l give the alarm cal l to clear a feeding area, when they
themselves don't run.

They give the cal l, stay and then feed where a

more aggressive marmot was feeding.

In this way, a smal ler, weaker

marmot can clear out a larger, stronger marmot where he might not be able

to force him out. Two marmots were feeding fairly close together in
the upper meadow at White Chief, when a marmot on the rock cl iffs on the

western side of the canyon gave an alarm cal l and both of the feeding
marmots ran 100 meters as fast as they could go before they stopped to
see what the problem was. There was no problem.

The cal l ing marmot

had moved into the now open feeding area. This was the only time
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1 saw marmots run as far as they did before stopping to find out why the
cal l was made.

Usual ly they would run about 15-25 meters and then stop

for a second opinion.

The alarm cal l starts off the frantic dash for a "way-station" and
the younger marmots Csmai ler) give the alarm cal l more often and continue
giving the cal l longer than the larger older marmots.

The alarm cal l is

used for a variety of reasong. The cal l is given as an annoyance cal l
more than anything else.

It is given when one marmot chased another off

and one marmot cal led repeatedly when he could not return to his feeding
area.

A true alarm cal l given only in time of true fright and the alarm is

a chattering sound that sounds much like the regular marmot "alarm"

whistle. Marmots on the alert stand on their hind legs to see more easi ly.
They can turn 360 degrees whi le on their hind legs.
Marmots can move rapidly, but when feeding they usual ly move very

del iberately, taking a few steps and pausing, a few more and a pause, etc.
Often, as a marmot would graze his way along the stream or through the
meadow-, he would use his forepaw-to puM selected blossoms down, curving
a paw around the stem'and pul l ing the flower down, within easy reach of

his mouth.

Marmots were observed to stand on three legs and use the fourth

to pul l the stem in, and sometimes they would sit on their hind legs and
use both front paws to control the stems.

After several attempts

to reach the flower on al l fours, one marmot hooked his paw around the

stem and reeled in the indran Paintbrush (.Casti I le.ja).

Another, having

considerable trouble trapping the wind-blown Columbine (Aqui leqia)

blossoms in his mouth, final ly reached up with his right paw and
steadied the stem CFig. 14, 15).

After eating three of the blossoms,

he continued along the rocky slope.

Marmots use their paws often in

such a manner and seem to be quite dexterous CFig. 16).,

ILs.- 11

A male marmot using the dextrous front paws to guide the
Columbine blossom to his mouth. He is feeding in the late
afternoon CSee Table 1) after another one of the rain showers,

Fig. 15

The very bottom of the Columbine blossom can be seen in

the marmot's mouth, Just before it Is snipped off. This
male ate more of the Columbine blossoms before moving on
to a different plant type.

■%>
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A big male, 231, uses his paw to steady some Potenti Ma.
Note that his coat is damp. He was out foraging about
two hours after a rain shower and has brushed against
many dew laden lupine.

T
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Marmots tend to return to previous feeding sites to dig and feed,
even though numerous plants of the same species are within easy reach,
A marmot was observed rooting through the duff, its upper l ips were
flared l ike a flat shovel.

They dig in the dirt often.

Marmots lying

under overhangs in the clefts of rocks during the middle afternoon

chewed the leaves of Heuchera.

Sometimes when they are lying flat and

feeding they drag themselves forward a l ittle to the next plant, letting
the hind legs trai l out behind themCFIg. 10).

Feedinq Times

As the days got warmer through the summer, the marmots were out
earlier in increasing numbers (Table 1).

Six AM became a time of many

marmots being out, but not much feeding activity occurred at this time.
Marmots feed most heavily in the morning and late
a variety of plants.

afternoon, eating

They seemed to fol low the blooming pattern of the

local plants, switching to the new plants as soon as they bloomed.

(Table 2),

There was a definite lag in the feeding activity during

the late morning and early afternoon.

Observations were best in the

morning between 8 and 10:30AM and late in the afternoon between 4

and 6:30PM.

These are Pacific Dayl ight Savings times.

f recorded 12 mornings in June, that before sunrise and for one

and one half hours after sunrise, no marmots were out and no warning

signals were heard.

They waited unti l the sun had warmed things up,

especial ly the rocks, because the temperature dipped to 25°F ten nights
in June.

Marmots do their "walk-around" grazing in the morning and in

the late afternoon and early evening (Table 1).

Late in the morning
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and directly after noon, they lay In one place and concentrate more
heavi ly on one or two plant species.

Late in the evening marmots spend

time watching others feed, lying on a favorite rock, occasional ly joining
to feed also.

Marmots are general ly not considered l ikely to be out in the rain
and inclement weather (Armitage 1962, 1974), but I saw marmots out in al l
kinds of weather,

A marmot was observed trotting through the meadow at

White Chief with rain just pouring down.
shivering violently.

His back was soaked and he was

He had been out in the rain for over half an hour.

After the rain stopped, marmots started to forage in the meadow, and al l
the marmots walking around in the meadow had their coats plastered down,
sopping wet and matted with moisture.

Behavior Associated With Feedinq

Yel low-bel l ied Marmots show a variety of behavior associated with
feeding.

They wi l l suddenly stop and begin grooming their tai ls and legs,

half lying on their backs whi le in a feeding session.

After a minute

or more, they begin to doze and this wil l last from 1-3 minutes.

the doze time tenninates they resume feeding.

When

A marmot was observed

feeding around and drinking from a smal l snow-melt pool in the shade of

a huge boulder.

He was lapping the water, stopping periodical ly to

check on my advancement.

Once I stopped, he became more relaxed and

showed no hurry to leave, lying in the water with the front half of
his body and forepaws in the shal low pool. Slurping up the water, his
body was so relaxed he appeared almost to be flat.

Dragging more of his

body into the pool, he sat upright, rol l ing over on one side and
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scratching his face with his hind foot.

l ittle and relax.

He would drink some, eat a

Later after inspection of the pool area, it was noted

that only violets (Viola qIabeI la) growing near one edge of the pool and

club moss (SeIaq i neI I a sp.) had been eaten, nothing else in the area had
been touched.

Over the three months that the study progressed more burrows or

"way-stations" were seen where the marmots temporari ly hide.

They don't

share burrows during summertime, in fact they chase one another away

from the surrounding areas of their own selected burrows.

They do

however share the "way-stations." These are holes or areas in old logs,
or clefts in the rocks where they can duck out of danger.
the burrows but are not used consistently as such.

They look l ike

Various marmots use

the same one, and if one is occuppied, during a time of crisis, the
looking marmot wi l l go in search of another, running of course.
When marmots are doing their "walk-around" grazing, they travel

very easi ly, sometimes trotting, sometimes walking and stopping, taking
the alert posture on their hind legs (Fig. 3).

Marmots have an

interesting habit when they are walking and feeding.

They sometimes

fl ick or wave their tai ls either vertical ly or in a circular motion
when they walk.

In addition to these behaviors, a smal l marmot (possibly a

juveni le—not young of this year, too large) was observed cl imbing
up on a large Red Fir and was four feet off the ground before he turned

around and came down.

A couple of seconds later he cl imbed

Pine five feet from the Red Fir.
he was going straight up.

a Lodgepole

These trees had no slant to them, and

I could see no reason for this break in the

feeding and when he came down from the second cl imb, he ran across the

meadow and resumed feeding.

Marmots are general ly not considered able
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toe l imb trees, and since this was not very far, it might not be

considered tree cl imbing, but they do very wel l on the rocky cl iffs.
A marmot was observed about half way up the cliff on the western side of
the White Chief Val ley and he was rubbing his head and left side of his

body against a rock projection. He did this several times and then
continued to graze and cl imb.

Another marmot was observed cl imbing a

very steep fifth class section of the cliff.
cl imbed without any hesitation.

He was very agi le and

Marmots seem to be very good rock

cl imbers, and there are a number of boulders around that they cl imb
on that appear to be uncl imbable, especial ly for smal l animals.

Bo Idness and Curi os i ty

When I first camped in the White Chief Val ley, the marmots seemed

very shy, with only one exception.
suppl ies,

a marmot stopped right in the trai l, al lowing me within one

meter of him.

(Table 2).

On my second trip down for more

This marmot circled me two times and then ate some PhI ox

Marmots are incessant gnawers and would readi ly chew on

anything in camp, but they would also be very cautious and gentle.

Marmots

walking around my tent would stand up on their hind legs to look

under the rainfly at the space between the fly and the tent, often
not touching the tent at al l when looking under the rainfly.
Hiking up the trai l, I noticed a marmot six meters off the trai l
in the alert posture out of the corner of my eye.

Apparently he thought

I had not seen him and slowly flattened into the grass, watching me as
I walked by.

He had been feeding before I got too close.
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Marmots seem to have two ways of moving about.

walk, and the other is the "stalk-walk".

One is the normal

If they think they are being

watched or are unsure of themselves, they lower themselves a few
notches and sl ink from lupine bush to lupine bush.

When marmots are out

travel l ing they can cover quite a lot of ground in a short period of
time.

In a matter of a minute or less, they can travel 50-75 meters

over very rough terrain, sometimes very steep, often feeding on the way.

The marmots in the White Chief Val ley range more widely than I expected.
Many of them range up to a ki lometer, or more, but at least a ki lometer

radius.

This I know because of sightings and reidentification of the

tagged marmots (Table 3).

Yel low 231 and White 128 were the first to be

observed, after tagging.
Marmots are not only interested in each other, but also in their

environment.

They would l ie quietly and wa"hch me move around In camp,

sometimes as long as an hour.

If I would duck behind a tree or rock,

the marmots that were quietly watching me would stand up, give the alarm
signal, and continued to do so unti l I cam into view again.

In

addition to the times marmots have watched me eating etc., displaying
their eurosity, once whi le I was pressing some marmots foods in the plant
press (Table 2) a marmot came within one meter of the press whi le I was
in the meadow getting more plants.

When I returned, he sat on a stump

five meters away and watched me press his foods.

An interesting experience shows at least one marmot's temperament.
A marmot was trapped in a short hol low log and the entrance blocked with
sticks so she could not escape.

the other end of the log.

A stick was inserted in a smal l hole at

The marmot gave the alarm squeak and moved

toward the blocked entrance.

The marmot was kept moving front and
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rear and after approximately 60 seconds, she quit the alarm signal,
but continued to move.

She never made any attempt to bite or break

the very fl imsy twig she was being prodded with.
was unclogged, she would not come out.

After the entrance

I gently poked her ear,

raised and lowered her upper l ip (with the stick) and stroked the
bridge of her nose, but she sat motionless.

Food Selection

Marmots were observed eating 38 species of plants during this
study,(Table 2), (Fig. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23).

They seemed to

be selective, eating only certain parts of plants and then at other
times devouring the entire plant.

Often marmots would snip at the

leaves, but not at the rest of the plant (Table 2).

When the Columbines

(Fig. 23) final ly flowered, the marmots sought out the blossoms, pul l ing
the stems down with their paws, eating only the blossoms and then moving
on to the next clump of Columbines.

Marmots almost always leave 3-5 centimeters of forage above the

ground but, one out of ten times, they may return to eat the left overs
down to the ground level and then dig up the roots also.
Whi le marmots feed on herbaceous plants, they were also observed
chewing on trees and dry twigs (Fig. 9).

One marmot working on

a twig about one centimeter in diameter scraped off the bark only.
The twig was dry and had absolutely no sap.
were observed gnawing on Lodgepole Pines.

At other times marmots

Their teeth could be seen

getting through the thin bark of the young Lodgepoles and their
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table 2

Observatlona C223 hours) £n Maraot Foods at Mineral King-Sequoia
National Park.

White Chief Valley and Hockect Meadow were the

principal areas of study, an4 Including September 1980 and June and
July 1981.
NUMBER
r.AMILT

SPECIES

TIMES 'JSED

TOTAL

Leaves Stems "lowers

USAGE

Graminea^

3romus sp.

Cyperaceae

Poa sp.
Car ax sp.

17
13
14

Comoositae

Art amis ia norveg lea var.saxatiliis

13

OF

21
9

57

13
19

11
4*^

38
36

19

12

34

Achillea lanulosa

7

3

4

14

Art amisla trIdentata ^

4

0

0

4

Erlgaron sp.

0

3

3

6

So 1idago missouriansis

5
3

0

0

5

2

4

9

22

13

21

56

6

16.

40

0

0

14

Taraxacum

offleinale

Borginaceae

Mertansla clllata

?riaulaceae

Podaeatheon Jeffervi
Luolne gravl
Aqu11eg ia formosa

18
14
0

0

26

26

Thallctrum

19

0

34

6

15
3

0

14

5

6

0

11

I

n

1

2

0
0

3

0

I

1

10
2

0

0

6

■6

0

0

4

4

var. stomatech

MDJTTHS

J.Jy.s
J.Jy.s
Jy.S
J.Jy
Jy
Jy
Jy.
Jy
Jy
J ,Jy

0 Idas

Leguminosae
Ranunculac eae

fandlari

?o e antilia glandulo sa
Pot entilia grac ills
Holodiscus d iscolor
Mimulus gut tatus
Penst emon bridg asii

Rosaceae

Scrophulariaceae

Castillela applegatii
Castillela lannonii

J.Jy.s
J.Jy
7y
J.Jy
Jy
Jy
j

Jy
Jy
■ Jy
Jy

Collinsia torrevi

3

3

3

9

J

Cruciferaa

Ervsimum oaranna

0

2

3

5

J

Hydrophyllaceae

Hvdroohvllum oceidentale

5

5

3

13

Liliaceae

Calochortus minimus

3

0

3

Smilacina racemose

2

0

0

6
2

Varatrum califomicum

4

0

0

'4

Heuchera aicrantha

6

0

0

9***

Ribes Roezlii

3

6

0

1,3****

Ihibelliferae

Heraelaum lanatum

4

3

0

7

J.Jy
Jy
Jy
J
J.Jy
J,Jy
Jy

Linaceae

Linum oerenne

2

0

0

2

J

Pinaceae

Pinus Murravana

0

0

6

J

Polemoniaca

Phlox eaesoitosa

0

3

3

6

Polygonace
Onagraceae

Erigonum nudum
Gavpohvtum nutallii

4

0

0

4

0

1

1

2

J.Jy
Jy
Jy

Salicaceae

Salix lutaa

1

0

0

I

J

Selaginellaceae

Salaginella sp.

1

1

0

2

J

Violaceae

71oia glafaella

1

1

0

2

Saxlfragaceaa

* June"J

July-Jy

September-S

40$^
** Flowers came out late in July,
***

Roots three times

Roots four times

*****

3ark and cones 6 times

28^

Percent of Use

Jy

fla.- il

Mertensia ci l iata var. stomatechoides. Fringed Lungwort,
a consistent member of the marmots food

l ist.

In the

bottom left corner of the photograph, Hydrophyi lum occldentale
can be seen, also another member of the marmots'food
1 ist.

See Table 2.

/

Fig. 18

RIbes Roezl i t. Sierra Gooseberry, part of the marmots
diet. See Table 2.
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I"iq. 19

Potent! Ma qraci l is, Cinquefoi l, consistently chosen
as food by the marmots.

Flq. 20

See Table 2,

Dodecatheon Jefferi, Sierra Shooting Star, a large part
of the marmot's diet. See Table 2. Marmots were eating
the leaves weeks before the flowers showed up.

to

m

Fig. 21

Thal lctrum fendleri. Meadow Rue, showing the male flowers,
This was a staple of the marmot diet. See Table 2. This
photo shows the male flowers, the female flowers are on
another plant.

Fig.' 22

Marmot behind a favorite food, Artemisia norvegia. Mountain
Sagewort, Photo also shows two other marmot foods. Potenti I
on the left and Lupine on the right. The flowers of the

Artemisia norvegia did not show up ^unti I late into the study,

but the marmots were eating the foljage for at least three
weeks before the flowers started blooming.

See Table 2.

23

Columbine blossoms, Aqui leqia formosa, were actively sought
out by the marmots when they began to bloom, and became a
popular food for the Yel low-bel l ied Marmots.

See Table 2.
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tongues were lapping and l icking at the sap. They swal lowed the

bark chips they scrapped off the trees. At least half of the young
Lodgepoles in the lower White Chief Val ley area were chewed at their

bases. The marmots would return to these trees and make wet spots
on the debarked areas where they l icked, often standing on their

hind legs and stretching as high as possible, chewing on the trees.
They worked on the trees less and less as the summer wore on CTable 2).

They chewed on the Gooseberry leaves and stems at the base of the Lodge
pole pines as wel l as on the tree bark CFig. 18).
Besides the regular food items, marmots nose around and root where

urination has occurred. They are probably after salts of some kind.

Each year, the Mineral King Rangers have problems with the marmots getting
into the pit toi lets and not being able to get out. The marmots are
quite persistent at returning to an area that has urine salts in it.
At Mineral King, the marmots were also eating radiator hoses and
electrical wires or cars in the parking lots. One marmot even bit
right through a distributor wire! (Appendix A)

Trapping ResuIts

Twenty five marmots were trapped and tagged CTable 3). There

were approximately 100-150 marmots in the White Chief Val ley Cupper
and lower) so 1 was ab|e to tag only a smal l percentage, but this

proved to be sufficient to determine movements, ranging behavior
and diversity in the feeding habits. The marmot's disposition
which was usual ly calm, became very animated and sometimes violent.

TRAPPING RESULTS FROM THE WHITE CHIEF VALLEY (See Figure 5 )
Males tagged yellow-Females tagged white—See below.

TABLE 3

ENTERED TRAP

TRAPPED AND TAGGED

56

25

ESCAPED

DID NOT SPRING TRAP

24

5

RETRAPPED

2*

FEMALES
MALES

Number
106

Kilograms

Number

Kilograms

231
240

128*

3.2
2.5
3.1
3.9
2.3
2.5

250

3.2

135

2.4

268

3.6

142

152

3.0
2.5
2.6
2.7

153

2.7

109
117

118

124

144
145

154

2.7

156
163

2.7
3.0
2.8

171

3.1

161

175*

Average weight

207
222

246

2.7
4.3

U.s
3.6
2.5

24.H

Average weight

3.5 kilograms

Standard Deviation

0.152

2.7
50.4

2.8kilograms

Standard Deviation 0.376

•-J
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Over half of the females trapped had nursed very recently, i.e. wet
hair around very elongated nipples. This may explain why some bit my
boots, and three bit the metal frame at the top of the game bag.

In

fact, one hung on to the frame with clenched jaws for almost 60
seconds after it was released.

Predator Pressure

The only observations that I was able to make on the marmot

predators was that two of eleven coyote scats continaed marmot fur,
and no dead marmots were sighted either summer of this study.
However, I did find part of a marmot pelt the first summer (1980)

that I was conducting the study. The marmot could have died during
the winter and been pul led from his burrow by a predator or some
other an imaI.
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DISCUSSION

Marmo+s eat a large variety of plants (Table 2).

Using plants

that are most numerous at any given time makes food getting a simple

matter. Their movements associated with food getting seem to use the
fewest, simplest motions in order to procure the greatest amount of

food (Table 1),

As the summer passes, the marmots appear to be less

and less concerned with feeding.

Barash (1973) noted that the marmots

foraging "peaked" in late summer and by the first of August, was on
the decl ine.

I found that the foraging peaked around the first and

second week of July and by the end of the second week, was on the
decl ine (Table 2).

The reason this is so much earl ier than Barash's

(1973) observation could be that Sequoia had a l ight winter in
1980-1981 (see Appendix A for Ron Cron's statement on the conditions

in May of 1981 when he arrived at Mineral King) and the val leys and
meadows dried out almost completely by the end of July.

The entire

feeding period for the summer must have been shifted in the direction

of spring.

Barash's (1973) study was done in a more northern latitude

and this also would affect the "peaking" of marmot feeding.

His

marmots probably got a later start in June than the marmots at Mineral
King in 1981.

Marmots hibernate to overcome cold winters and deep snow

(Florant 1977). This may explain at least in part why marmots near the
beginning of my study seerned to feed "frenzy-1 i ke". They were

attempting to accumulate the body fat needed to make the long hibernation
throughout the winter. Toward the end of the study, the larger marmots
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spent a great deal more time lying on the warm rocks in the evening
and watching the others feeding CTabIe 1).

The younger, smal ler marmots

continued to take their feeding seriously and fed at regular hours.
Svendsen (1974) states the marmots were active from 7-11 AM and 3-7PM.

This correlates

fairly wel l with the periods of activity that I observed

(Table 1), but I found the feeding periods to be less broad than Svendsen
did.

The temperature at night seemed to affect the beginning and

ending periods of feeding more than anything else.

If the temperature

dropped rapidly in the evening, so did the marmot's feeding activity, and
if the night had been very cold, the marmots were slow to rise the

fol lowing morning, no matter how active their feeding had been the day
before.

The temperature during the day also affected the marmots

feeding patterns.

Around noon, give or take an hour or two, most often

very few marmots were out actively grazing (Table 1).

Most al l that were

observed were lying in the shade and if eating at al l, were chewing
leisurely.

I bel ieve this Is due to the heat at mid-day.

Even at

10,000 feed, the noon temperatures can reach75-85°F in the shade, and
in the direct sunl ight much higher.

In fact one reason the marmots

may not be out around midday is the rocks get too hot for them to
comfortably touch, and they cannot touch the darker rocks due to

their heat absorbtion.

I discovered this whi le I was trying to photograph

some of the plants the marmots had eaten earl ier in the day and nearly
gave myself second degree burns when I lay down on the hot rocks.
During the six cloudy days of the study, the marmots were out at noon

in about three fourths the usual strength of the normal feeding periods.
I bel ieve this was because it was cooler on those days.

I had to wear
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a long sleeved shirt, probably placing the temperature at less than

50°F.

Armitage (1962) states that the marmots sat at the burrow entrance

on cloudy days.

Whi le I did notice a reduction in the number of

marmots out on cloudy days, there were sti l l at least two thirds the

normal number out foraging. This is the total for al l foraging periods
and not the noon period. The only factor that seemed to stop the feeding
activity altogether was heavy rain, and even then, as soon as the rain

let up, the marmots went back into the meadows. (This aggressiveness
may disappear late in the summer when they have bui lt up a sufficient

layer of fat.) This often caused their coats to become very wet from
the water brushed off the plants and some were observed to be shivering
violently, but they continued to feed.

Marmots have a short, intense breeding season, occurring in late
spring (Davis 1976).

This is probably more due to the female receptiveness

than to the aggressiveness of the males, because 1 observed over ten

times, whi le the marmots were feeding, males walking around the feeding

females and fl ipping their tai ls, and rubbing against the female's body,
sniffing and in general appearing ready to copulate at the drop of a

hat.

Without exception, the attentive males were repulsed and eventual ly

al l marmots resumed feeding.

The females must be giving off some kind

of scent (this would make an Interesting study In itself) that arouses

the males because they try to arouse the female again and again in any
given period.

The scent the females may be giving off may be due to the

young that they are nursing, but the females continual ly repulse al l
passes.

Why then, do they continue to exude the scent?

It seems logical

that this behavior would be selected against and disappear.
due to the short summer season, only one smal l
any hope of surviving the winter.

After al l,

l itter can be raised with
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The alarm cal l often given when feeding appears to be an al lpurpose cal l.

The true alarm cal l is a short series of the same sound

given within one-tenth of a second of each other.

Vihen both the single

chirp and the rapid series of chirps are heard, there is no doubt that

fear is very definitely associated with the latter. The single cal l
was given in a variety of cases from feeding, to invasion of an area

by something or someone foreign, to hikers passing through the val ley,
to not al lowing a marmot to return to its feeding area etc.

Most

often it seemed to be precipitated due to frustration on the part of
the marmot giving it.

Whi le the same cal l seemed to be given in a

variety of behavior situations surrounding actual feeding, they may
in fact al l have been different cal ls.

The frequency and or the

fractional duration may quite possibly have been different and I may
simply have been unable to record the difference.

One veterinarian commented to Ron Cron (Appendix A) that the marmots
chewing wires and hoses was because the wires and hoses must be sweet. I

disagree.

I bel ieve it is because of some kind of salt they are after.

The way that the marmots went after areas that had been urinated on and the

way Ron Cron described their persistance around the cars, they must be
one and the same.

Marmots were seen eating bits of earth at roadside

turnouts (Pattie 1967).

I bel ieve they were not so much eating earth

as attempting to secure salts from areas that had been urinated on.

A lonely roadside turnout is a l ikely place people would stop, and this
is probably why the marmots were rooting through the dirt.
fact may be why I observed marmots
Wh ite Ch i ef VaI Iey.

This in

Sifting through the soi l in the
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Insects are mentioned by some authors (Burt 1976, and Grater 1978)
as being part of the marmot diet.

I examined 37 marmot scats and the

only contents were from plant material, no insects of any kind. The
idea was mentioned in Mineral King that the reason the marmots were up on

the radiators was that they were after the insects pressed on by driving.
This idea has two problems, first, they chewed around many insects on the
front of the radiators and second, they also chewed on the lower and
back side which had no insects whatsoever on it.

At any rate, due to

the number of scats I searched, finding only plant materials included,
if insects are eaten at al l, they are such a smal l part of the diet that
they should probably hot be included or at least be specified as hors d'oeuvres.
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SUMMARY

Yel low-bel l ied Marmots seem to be true opportunists. They eat
a great variety of plants, and in addition to this, they appear to
feed most heavi ly on the plants

that are most abundant and most

common in their feeding area at any given time during the summer
season.

The

two environmental factors that slow feeding the most

are heat and heavy rain.

Marmots feed in numerous positions, but

conserving energy shows as a priority.

Marmots have a definite

routine for the day and for their feeding proceedure. "Walk-around"

feeding in the morning and late in the afternoon, with the stationary
feeding occurring around noon, is the normal pattern.

They are

very definitely territorial and wi l l chase other marmots out of

their feeding area.

Marmots use the alert chirp or signal when feeding for a variety

of reasons, one being to clear a feeding area of larger more aggressive
marmots.

Whi le rodents have relatively high birth rates (Burt 1976), Yel low
bel l ied Marmots at the elevation at which I studied (10,000-12,000 feet)

have only 4-6 young per year in one l itter.

They did indeed eat a wide

variety of plant species and used l ittle effort for the total amount of

food consumed (Tables 1, 2).

This seems to indicate that my hypothesis

may be correct, i.e. marmots continue to survive due to low expenditure
of energy for a relatively high energy food uptake.

An interesting

addition to this study might be the calories contained in the various
parts of the different species represented in Table 2.
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APPENDIX A

The fol lowing is a statement on the marmots at Mineral King,

Sequoia National Park by Ron Cron, the Mineral King Ranger, given on
June 27, 1981.

It is reproduced here from the taped conversation.

"Last year I came in on June 6, and there wasn't anybody here,
it was a heavy-duty winter.

Mine was the only car and I parked

the road from the Timber Gap trai I head.

across

I was gone for three hours and

when I came back, radiator fluid was running, l iteral ly running from my
radiator.

I figured since I had come up the day before that I had hit

a rock, right?

And do I thought wel l nuts, this is a drag.

back to the station.

Anyway I got

The road into Mineral King was real ly rough last

year, and I assumed I had hit a rock.

A couple of days later, a visitor

had the same kind of problem but he had had a problem with another visitor
in the campground (they had fought) and he assumed it was vandal ism.
The third incident we assumed was also vandal ism of some sort.

al l within the same week.

These were

Al l three included the metal part of the

radiator in addition to the hoses and wires.

There were l ittle pieces

taken out of the hoses (one-eight by one-fourth) so I began to think
it was not vandal ism.

It sure looked to me l ike it was being nibbled

on.

It was quiet again for several days, then there were a number of
incidents in the fol lowing three weeks, mainly on weekends when the
parking lots were crowded.
were affected.
head.

Timber Gap and the Tar Gap trai l-heads

Bonnie Welch l ives in a cabin at the Timber Gap trail-

She said she saw marmots underneath the cars, and coming
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back from day hikes we subsequently witnessed the marmots under the
cars, going up into the engine compartments etc.

We discusse

this with

our Wi ldl ife Special ist (Graber) when he came up to give a talk and he

told us point blank that we did not know what we were talking about, that

the animals were not capable of doing that kind of l ifting, they did not
have the physical strength and they did have the bulk to make it impossible.

He told us it was probably rats or something, that it was not marmots. He
made the flat statement.

We continued to take reports and some continued

to laugh at us, but this year when it happened aOTiirKit happened earl ier

this year, last year was a poor summer) we assumed that after the grasses
and flowers came up they would leave the cars, which seemed to happen.

This year when it started, the grass was up and growing wel l and there
seemed to be

plenty of food for the marmots.

year, 1 came-

I was real ly early this

in mid-May and there were already lots of grasses and

plants up a I I over. This year it started in the Tar Gap parking lot, and
there were four instances in that parking lot in a couple of weeks, a
couple on each weekend.

parking lot.

Since those, there have four more in the Sawtooth

This was across from the Barboni Cabin, not at Bonnie

Welsh's Cabin.

We haven't had any in the last two and one half weeks.

We went up there purposely to see what was going on and we saw the
marmots, come from the bushes and from under the the Barboni Cabin west

of the parking lot.
l ine.

I watched them walk straight to the cars, a straight

There were two, I specifical ly saw them two different times about

a month ago.

One was very large, and the other, smal ler and younger.

They took a car each and would go under the cars, stand up, move around
a l ittle bit and al l of a sudden . . . ZIP . . . they would pul l
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themselves right Into the engine compartment.

long time.

They would stay for a

One time I watched, the l ittle one tried to get into a VW and

couldn't do it because they have a plate on the bottom . . . couldn't

get in.

One great big old Plymouth had a giant hood on it, l ike the early

60's, and when the marmot was up inside, I went over to the car and
pounded on the hood, real ly hard, . . . beat on it.

The smal ler one came

out from the Toyota next to it and ran to the cabin, but the big marmot
did not come out.
away.

He just stayed up in there, so after a bit I walked

A l ittle later he came down and ran to the wi l lows.

I went across

the street and he came back, I stopped in the street, threw a couple of
rocks at him, but he did not run, he walked back to the bushe , and waited

unti l I got further across the street, over by the trai l-head itself,
then he went back under the car again.

That vehicle was there for almost

two weeks and it had a hood release inside so there was no way we could
find out what was going on.
We watched for the people when they came out, and they had almost

no damage at a I I. We saw them because they were pushing the car down the
road and I thought O.K. . . . here we go, but the coi l was disconnected
due to ai l the crawl ing around inside, and a l ittle chewing on one of the
hoses, but that was al l. They spent al l that time in the vehicle and

apparently didn't do any damage.

An Alpha Romeo, about a week and a half

before that, had to be towed out of here, had a burned out wire harness,

and al l the hoses were gnawed.

The marmots didn't Just bite holes in

in the hoses, but whole sections of hose were missing, as much as two

inches wide, were completely gone.

It was amazing.

They had also

eaten some of the wire to the alternator and left some of it dangl ing.
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When he turned on the ignition, it shorted out, and the repair estimate
was six hundred dol lars.

The cabin owners say there have always been a lot of marmots in the
val ley.

Some of the old reports from miners here in the 1870's and 1880's

talk about al l the marmots.

considered eating them.

In fact, they were so plentiful the miners

They say the young ones were O.K. but basical ly

they did not care for them, and so they left them alone.

Apparently

there have always been a lot of marmots here, probably because of the
avalanches and a lot of rocky slopes.

Mike Botkin (our maintance man)

l ives here in a cabin and has spent al l his summers here for as long as
he can remember.

He said he can't ever remember problems with marmots

I i ke this.

Now, they do get into cabins, they do chew on wood and can get
through wal ls, we know that, and they wi l l winter in the cabins, woodstoves,
cabinets etc., and do al l kinds of stuff and chew their way around.
as far as rubber, they don't chew tires.

But

Why would they not chew tires?"

(From the Rocky Mountains, Pattie (1967) states "Marmots were seen eating
what appeared to be bits of earth at roadside turnouts and occasional ly
chewed on tires or electrical insulation on parked vehicles.")

"It has to be several marmots because of the distance of the parking
lots.

One of the vehicles hit belonged to a veterinarian and I asked

him about it.

He said he did not know why, but it was not uncommon for

rodents (in fact, he has had pet rabbits brought in that ran free in homes
and had chewed on electrical wired and been electrocuted) to chew on this

wire insulation.

He said he thinks that the rubber is sweet.

Why they

chew on the radiators themselves may be because they are going after bug

6J

catches, butterfl ies etc.

He said the problem wi l l probably cure itself

because the ethylene glycol is extremely toxic, and if they chew the hoses,
it wi l l ki l l them.

Why then though, does it happen two years in a row?

Everybody down at Ash Mountain (Park Headquarters) now bel ieves us

and they kid us about our "Marauding Marmots". The suggestion from our

resource people was to shoot them since they "breed l ike rabbits anyway
and you can always fulfi l l the population."

We did not want to do that!"

It is interesting to get this additional information on the extra feeding
behaviors of marmots.
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